
Call # TITLE & AUTHOR
004.165 CHAMB Macs for seniors / by Mark L. Chambers
004.165 MILLE My iPad for seniors / Michael Miller
004.167 BRAND The senior dummies' guide to Android tips and tricks : how to feel 

smart while using Android phones and tablets / by Kevin Brandt ; 
edited by Gene Lass

005.369 NELSO QuickBooks 2020 all-in-one / by Stephen Nelson, MBA, CPA, MS in 
taxation

006.754 COLLI Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram for seniors for dummies / by 
Marsha Collier

025.04 CONDR Managing the digital you : where and how to keep and organize 
your digital life / Melody Condron

155.2 MARGO The universe is calling you : connecting with essence to live with 
positive energy, love, and power / Char Margolis with Victoria St. 
George ; [foreword by RuPaul]

158.1 THARP Keep it moving : lessons for the rest of your life / Twyla Tharp
261.8 ANTAL Climate church, climate world : how people of faith must work for 

change / Jim Antal
305 PIKET Capital et ideologie. English;"Capital and ideology / Thomas Piketty 

;  translated by Arthur Goldhammer"
305.26 DOUGL In our prime : how older women are reinventing the road ahead / 

Susan J. Douglas
305.42 KENDA Hood feminism : notes from the women that a movement forgot / 

Mikki Kendall
305.42 PRETT Pretty bitches : on being called crazy, angry, bossy, frumpy, feisty, 

and all the other words that are used to undermine women / edited 
by Lizzie Skurnick ; with an introduction by Rebecca Traister

306.2 BAKKE The cost of loyalty : dishonesty, hubris, and failure in the U.S. 
military / Tim Bakken

306.48 HALE Cool town : how Athens, Georgia, launched alternative music and 
changed American culture / Grace Elizabeth Hale

324.973 DALEY Unrigged : how Americans are battling back to save democracy / 
David Daley

330.973 KRUGM Arguing with zombies : economics, politics, and the fight for a 
better future / Paul Krugman

331.2 ENRIC Dark towers : Deutsche Bank, Donald Trump, and an epic trail of 
destruction / David Enrich

331.4 CRISM Women's work : stories from pioneering women shaping our 
workforce / photography by Chris Crisman

339.4 MCAFE More from less : the surprising story of how we learned to prosper 
using fewer resources--and what happens next / Andrew McAfee

362.1 MAKAR The price we pay : what broke American health care--and how to fix 
it / Marty Makary, MD
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363.325 WALDE The unexpected spy : from the CIA to the FBI, my secret life taking 
down some of the world's most notorious terrorists / Tracy Walder 
; with Jessica Anya Blau

363.6 CAPAR Hunger : the oldest problem / Martin Caparros
363.8 HYMAN Food fix : how to save our health, our economy, our communities, 

and our planet-- one bite at a time / Mark Hyman, MD

364.1523 EISEN The third rainbow girl : the long life of a double murder in 
Appalachia / Emma Copley Eisenberg

549 HOCHL The Firefly guide to minerals, rocks and gems / Rupert Hochleitner
613.2 BITTM How to eat : all your food and diet questions answered / Mark 

Bittman, David L. Katz, MD
616.044 RAMEY The lady's handbook for her mysterious illness : a memoir / Sarah 

Ramey
616.833 DORSE Ending Parkinson's disease : a prescription for action / Ray Dorsey, 

Todd Sherer, Michael Okun, Bastiaan Bloem
616.84 DAVID Into the abyss : a neuropsychiatrist's notes on troubled minds / 

Anthony David
616.92 CHESN Preventing lyme & other tick-borne diseases / Alexis Chesney, ND
617.48 CHAPE Concussion rescue : a comprehensive program to heal traumatic 

brain injury / Dr. Kabran Chapek ; foreword by Daniel Amen, MD
618.2 KARKO High risk : a doctor's notes on pregnancy, birth, and the unexpected 

/ Chavi Eve Karkowsky
635 GATTO The lifelong gardener : garden with ease & joy at any age / Toni 

Gattone
635.9 ELLIS Attracting birds and butterflies : how to plant a backyard habitat to 

attract winged wildlife / Barbara Ellis
635.95 TALLA Nature's best hope : a new approach to conservation that starts in 

your yard / Douglas W. Tallamy
640 COUNT Country wisdom almanac : 373 tips, crafts, home improvements, 

recipes, and homemade remedies : excerpted from Storey 
Publishing's Country wisdom library

641.5 BRANC Heart of the home : notes from a vineyard kitchen / by Susan 
641.5 SIFTO See you on Sunday: a cookbook for family and friends / Sam Sifton ; 

photographs by David Malosh ; food stylist: Simon Andrews
649.1 WOJCI How to raise successful people : simple lessons for radical results / 

Ester Wojcicki
741.54 SMITH Big Black : stand at Attica / written by Frank Big Black Smith
745.92 BENZA Floret Farm's a year in flowers : the essential guide to designing 

gorgeous arrangements for every season / Erin Benzakein with Jill 
Jorgensen and Julie Chai

759.972 KAHLO Frida in America : the creative awakening of a great artist / Celia 
Stahr

790.132 RAAB The hunt for history : on the trail of the world's lost treasures-from 
the letters of Lincoln, Churchill, and Einstein to the secret 
recordings on-board JFK's Air Force One / Nathan Raab with Luke 
Barr



796.962 ERUZI The making of a miracle : the untold story of the captain of the 
1980 gold medal-winning US Olympic hockey team / Mike Eruzione 
with Neal E. Boudette

811 GRISW If men then / Eliza Griswold
814.54 EHREN Had I known : collected essays / Barbara Ehrenreich
814.6 ORTBE Essays. Selections;"Something that may shock and discredit you / 

Daniel Mallory Ortberg"
818.6 MARX You can only yell at me for one thing at a time : rules for couples / 

Patricia Marx ; illustrated by Roz Chast
818.6 SHARL This brilliant darkness : a book of strangers / Jeff Sharlet
822.33 SHAPI Shakespeare in a divided America : what his plays tell us about our 

past and future / James Shapiro
909 STRAT Empire : a new history of the world / Paul Strathern
909.82 SMIL Growth : from microorganisms to megacities / Vaclav Smil
917.286 DIAL Adventurer's son: a memoir
940.54 ISSER The winter army : the World War II odyssey of the 10th Mountain 

Division, America's elite alpine warriors / Maurice Isserman
941.508 PULEO Voyage of mercy : the USS Jamestown, the Irish famine, and the 

remarkable story of America's first humanitarian mission / Stephen 
Puleo

973.04 CAHAN River of blood : American slavery from the people who lived it : 
interviews & photographs of formerly enslaved African Americans / 
edited by Richard Cahan and Michael Williams ; foreword by Adam 
Green

973.924 WINE The Watergate girl : my fight for truth and justice against a criminal 
president / Jill Wine-Banks

BIOGRAPHY BSTAN-
DZIN-RGYA-MTSHO

The Dalai Lama : an extraordinary life / Alexander Norman

BIOGRAPHY 
DICKINSON

These fevered days : ten pivotal moments in the making of Emily 
Dickinson / Martha Ackmann

BIOGRAPHY DOYLE Untamed / Glennon Doyle
BIOGRAPHY 
HEUMANN

Being Heumann : an unrepentant memoir of a disability rights 
activist / Judith Heumann, with Kristen Joiner

BIOGRAPHY HONG Minor feelings : an Asian American reckoning / Cathy Park Hong
BIOGRAPHY SOLNIT Recollections of my nonexistence / Rebecca Solnit
BIOGRAPHY STEIN The autobiography of Alice B. Toklas / by Gertrude Stein ; 

illustrated by Maira Kalman
BIOGRAPHY 
WASHINGTON

Washington's end : the final years and forgotten struggle / 
Jonathan Horn

BIOGRAPHY 
WASHINGTON

You never forget your first : a biography of George Washington / 
Alexis Coe
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